



USS Delphne 9909.20


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

Es`Shere:
::in her Office going over files::

CO_Grant:
:: In his ready room::

CMO_Matt:
::in quarters, packing his small bag::

OPS_Lynam:
::On bridge at station::

CEOLefler:
::puts sandals on bed next to bright pink shirt::

MO-Lea:
::straightening sickbay::

CSOPoulos:
::on bridge sorting out all experiments::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over the items packed. a medkit, a tricorder, a pieced sensor cluster, a dozen padds, and some clothes::

EO_Mac:
::working on Rio Coco, Platte and Europa::

CMO_Matt:
::shakes his head, and turns from his bed to leave his quarters::

XO_Wall:
::in observation lounge putting finishing touches on shore leave schedules, taps fingers on PADD::

T0_Hawkes:
::In new quarters, going through boxes looking for his yellow Hawaiian shirt::

CMO_Matt:
::enters sickbay::

Es`Shere:
::walks to her viewing window and trys to see if they have reached the planet yet::

SO_Sadoki:
::on bridge with SCO still working::

MO-Lea:
::sees CMO:: Hello Doctor

EO_Mac:
Computer: run scans on the Rio Coco

CMO_Matt:
::nods to Lea:: MO: How are you?

EO_Mac:
<Computer> Scans initiated

CO_Grant:
*DUTYOFFICER(LYnam)*: ETa to Risa?

OPS_Lynam:
::Preparing a transmission of crew's personal merssages to facilities on Risa::


XO_Wall:
::finishes Schedules::

MO-Lea:
CMO: Fine..  Are you ready?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: :;Checks chronometer:: Two minutes to planet fall sir.

MO-Lea:
::sets a few Padds on the counter, sighs::

Es`Shere:
::wonders if she should join some of the girls on Risa or go down by herself::

CMO_Matt:
::shrugs and smiles:: MO: I suppose so.  How are you feeling?

CEOLefler:
*OPS*: Lynam, you off yet?

CO_Grant:
*OPS*: Acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
::takes a few steps closer::

XO_Wall:
Computer: download shore leave schedules from this PADD into main computer for posting

EO_Mac:
::puts finishing touches on Europa::

CO_Grant:
:: Gets up and exits the RR onto the bridge::

CSOPoulos:
CO:  All experiments have been concluded..........

T0_Hawkes:
::Throws shirt in duffle bag::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

CO_Grant:
::Enters the bridge, receives the report from CSO::

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: Not quite chief, I have the duty until we're secured in orbit.  As usual.

XO_Wall:
<Computer>: Working.......Shore leave schedules downloaded and completed into computer

MO-Lea:
::turns back around:: CMO: Just a little tired, I guess.

CEOLefler:
*OPS*

CO_Grant:
MR.poulos: Excellent work, for this leave I am assigning you to dutyofficer first shift. See Mr.Lynam about your duties

T0_Hawkes:
::Slings bag onto shoulder, and heads out of room to  TL::

CMO_Matt:
::puts his hand on her forehead:: MO: Nothing previously related?

EO_Mac:
<Computer> scans concluded

EO_Mac:
Computer: report results of scans

Es`Shere:
::gets a message that her last appointment canceled.. darn tactical personel.. htey need it most.. but Risa would be more fun::

T0_Hawkes:
TL: Deck 7

CSOPoulos:
CO: aye Captain

CO_Grant:
Mr.Psion: Has that inventory of torpedoes been finished yet?

MO-Lea:
::steps back:: CMO: No,

XO_Wall:
::gets up and enters bridge::

CMO_Matt:
::nods, and turns away to check up on the status of sickbay::

CEOLefler:
*OPs*: Ouch. Alright. Do you want me to meet you in your quarters before we beam down?

T0_Hawkes:
::Enters armory, and looks for CPO Harris::

CMO_Matt:
::wonders to himself...::

Es`Shere:
::steps out of her Office and heads for her quarters.. a change of clothes would be fitting for a romp on Risa.. she smiles::

CSOPoulos:
::turns to the SO:: SO: do you have any special areas of training?

MO-Lea:
CMO: May I get my bag from my quarters?

XO_Wall:
::sits at his seat on the bridge next to the captain::

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: If you like, or I'll meet you planetside.

CMO_Matt:
::not turning from computer panel:: MO: Nobody is keeping you here, Doctor.

EO_Mac:
<Computer> unidentified biomatter and contact with interspatial flexure

T0_Hawkes:
<CPO Harris>: Hows that inventory comming along Mr. Harris?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Mr. Hawkes will be supervising the finishing details of that report.

SO_Sadoki:
CSO: No sir, my studies are in general

XO_Wall:
CO: shore leave schedules and rotation completed and posted

EO_Mac:
Computer: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
PSION: good I await your report

CEOLefler:
*OPS*: Alright. I'll go down ahead. That seams to be the only way I can ever get the cute girls with this crew,

CO_Grant:
XO: Good morning Mr.Wall , Looking forward to Risa?

MO-Lea:
::hesitates:: CMO: I'm..sorry. I...   ::turns and walks out the door::

Es`Shere:
::as she goes into ehr quarters the lights blink on.. she heads for her closet::

T0_Hawkes:
<CPO_Harris>TO: Good Lt. Hawkes! Almost finished!

CO_Grant:
XO: Looks like you have the R&R well in hand

EO_Mac:
*CMO*: same biomatter found on the Rio Coco as the Platte

CMO_Matt:
::watches the doors as they hiss shut, rubs his eyes and sighs, berating himself for his actions::

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Mr. Hawkes.  What is your progress on the inventory report?

CSOPoulos:
SO: thats ok my friend

XO_Wall:
CO: ah yes, our little trip to the other side of the galaxy tired me out....::grins::

MO-Lea:
::enters the TL: TL: Deck 4. ::sighs::

CMO_Matt:
*EO*: As could be expected.  Catalogue it and send it to medical.

EO_Mac:
Computer: catalog the biomatter and send to medical

T0_Hawkes:
CPO_Harris: Very well Mr. Harris, be sure to report to me when you finish.

Es`Shere:
::she picks out a pair of tan slacks and a blouse. soft pink..::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Compiles duty officer's list for CSO::

SO_Sadoki:
SCO: I guess no bad habits to break. ::chuckles::

EO_Mac:
<Computer>acknowledged

MO-Lea:
::exits TL and walks to her quarters::

EO_Mac:
*CMO*: on it's way

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: Have the repairs been finished on the runabouts?

CMO_Matt:
*EO*: Acknowledged.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We're there sir, shall I request orbital clearence?

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Mr. Harris reports that the Armory inventory is almost complete. I'm heading to check on the Torps now.

XO_Wall:
CO: sir, so what are your plans on Risa? ::grins widely::

CSOPoulos:
::smiles:: SO: you've got a point there...

CEOLefler:
*CO: Lefler to Captain. Sir I realize that this might be less than appropriate but just letting you know sir that I fully expect you to beam down with the rest of the officers. You are still the Captain of the volleyball  team you know :)::big smirk as he remembers the Amazon Team::

Es`Shere:
::thinks of the others and what Risa is known for.. changes into a skirt.. soft and flowing.. bright colors::

CTO_Psion:
*TO* Very well.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: as Lea enters her quarters and looks around , she spies a box laying on her bed

CEOLefler:
*CO*: And as for the repairs sir. Yes. Everything is 100% and ready to go

MO-Lea:
::picks up the box:: Self: How did someone get in here?

T0_Hawkes:
Heads for TL::

T0_Hawkes:
TL: Deck 13

MO-Lea:
::carefully lifts the lid::

CMO_Matt:
::turns to computer console, accepting the transfer of data, and storing it with the rest of the info on the interspacial flexure::

OPS_Lynam:
::Sees Risa appear on the screen::

CMO_Matt:
::takes a brief though about taking it on a padd with him to Risa for further analysis, but refuses the idea and turns from the console to finish cleaning up::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We're there sir, shall I request orbital clearence?

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: inside the box she finds a t-shirt ..a gift from the TO

T0_Hawkes:
*CPO_Harris*:TO: Inventory complete...all items accounted for!

Es`Shere:
::she pulls her long hair back and ties it in a knot.. letting whisps of it frame her face.. she is pleased with it::

MO-Lea:
::unfolds a shirt, a small card drops out::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Yes , get orbital clearance

T0_Hawkes:
*CPO_Harris*: Good job Mr. Harris... pass on my regard to the detectment.

EO_Mac:
::yawns::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for Risa::

EO_Mac:
::thinks to self:: wow 3 days without sleep, I need more sleep

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: acknowledged on the state of runabouts , Mr.Wall is now in charge of all Delphyne athletic activities

OPS_Lynam:
:;Contacts Risa approach and requests an orbit::

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Armory inventory complete...all items accouted for.

CMO_Matt:
::looks around sickbay, finding it clear and organized, and finally turns to a dutyofficer::

MO-Lea:
::folds the shirt, shaking her head, and begins to set it down on the bed::

Es`Shere:
::stands at the replicator.. and debates with her self.. and then replicates some perfume.. oh why not? she thinks.. Risa is maybe onec a year.. ::

CMO_Matt:
Ensign: You have sickbay, take care of her. ::exits sickbay::

ACTDNicke:
<RISA> COMM: delphyne your request has been received and authorized. Welcome

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We are cleared for orbit sir.

CO_Grant:
WALL: I will be relaxing , maybe I will watch your team in action perhaps I will seek action with local denizens myself

XO_Wall:
CO: ::gets up:: hope to see ya down on Risa later, I have some things to take care of first.

CMO_Matt:
::enters quarters and picks up bag on his bed, taking one last sweep of his meticulously set rooms, and leaves towards the turbolift::

MO-Lea:
::instead, opens her bag, places it inside, and leaves with a small bag and a piece of luggage::

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Acknowledges Captain. But I'll see you on that beach getting oiled up by an islang girl if it cost me my career. :) Lefler out

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
CO: sounds good sir

XO_Wall:
::heads toward TL::

CO_Grant:
DUTYFCO: Assume Standard orbit

T0_Hawkes:
::Enters weapons storage:;

CO_Grant:
*CEO*:We will see ::laughs::

Es`Shere:
::heads out of her quarters feeling pretty and glad she has decided to go..  by herself::

MO-Lea:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 7

XO_Wall:
::enters TL::

EO_Mac:
Computer: initiate Level 5 Diagnostics on the Rio Coco and Platte

OPS_Lynam:
:;Begins securing OPS for orbit, sends Duty Officer's list to CSO's station::

CO_Grant:
XO: As soon as all departments check in as ready, begin sending down crewmembers according to schedule down to Risa for R&R

CSOPoulos:
::sees the list come in....... transfers it to a padd::

CSOPoulos:
OPS: thanks

EO_Mac:
<Computer> acknowledged, beginning Diagnostics

CMO_Matt:
::waiting for turbolift:: *CO*: Medical is ready, Captain.

XO_Wall:
CO: will do sir ::as TL doors close::

MO-Lea:
::exits the TL:

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: All photorps and q-torps accounted for sir!

CMO_Matt:
::almost runs into Lea::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Sorry; we're all clear down here.

OPS_Lynam:
*ALL*: All departments report status.

MO-Lea:
CMO: Oh, sorry doctor. I left something in Sickbay.

CEOLefler:
::Puts on bright pick hawaiian shirt and sandals and cargo shorts, picks up towel and shades and heads to TR1::

MO-Lea:
::quickly begins to walk back to sickbay::

CMO_Matt:
::nods, his head down, and enters the turbolift by himself::

CO_Grant:
*CMO*: acknowledgedg

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Acknowledged.  Very good.

CMO_Matt:
::remembering something he had wanted to ask at least a week earlier...::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Send the list of lot numbers properly encoded for security to Starfleet command

MO-Lea:
:;enters sickbay, picks up a small object, and walks back out, sighing::

XO_Wall:
*OPS*: good start releasing personal to Risa according to my sceduled posted in the main computer

CMO_Matt:
*CSO*: I need to speak with you sometime in the next few days about using the labs...

Es`Shere:
::heads in the direction of the transporter.. ::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.

CEOLefler:
EO: Have you completed your report to OPS yet?

CO_Grant:
MR.POulos: R&R has begun, You are in charge here.

CSOPoulos:
::hears the doc::  *CMO* you know how to reach me.....

CTO_Psion:
::Encodes the information in a message to Starfleet::

MO-Lea:
::enters TL:: TL: TR1

OPS_Lynam:
*XO*: Aye sir, those departments reporting ready will begin.

CSOPoulos:
CO: aye sir

Es`Shere:
*OPS*: Permission to depart the ship when all is ready.. ::stands out side of the lounge.. a slight detour till docking::

CMO_Matt:
*CSO*: Right, Laiiron out.

EO_Mac:
*OPS*: engineering in good hands, I'm in shuttle bay1 finishing up

CO_Grant:
XO: I will see you on the planet, what sports teams have you come up with?

OPS_Lynam:
*CNS*: Since you ARE the entire department, permission granted.  Have a good time Counselor.

CEOLefler:
::Enters TR1. Looks around and ofcourse Lynam, Wall and Grant are not here yet. Sheesh. These guys are going to kill them selves at this rate::

Es`Shere:
*OPS*: I appreciate that Lynam.. ::laughs::

CO_Grant:
::Gets up and enters TL with XO::

CSOPoulos:
SO: you are in charge of SCI until you take your shore leave, then call up your replacement

CSOPoulos:
::heads for the big chair::

XO_Wall:
*CNS*: Cmdr Wall here, may I see you?

MO-Lea:
::enters the TR, takes in the interesting apparel of a few other crewmembers::

OPS_Lynam:
::Turns OPS over to Hansen and heads for the TL::

SO_Sadoki:
CSO: Aye sir

CMO_Matt:
::enters the personnel transporter room::

Es`Shere:
::heart thumps slightly::  *XO* Of cource Commander.. in my office?

MO-Lea:
::walks to the TR controls. Looks over the ensign's work::

EO_Mac:
*OPS*: get my report?

CMO_Matt:
::leans up against the wall, waiting for the rest of the crew::

OPS_Lynam:
::Goes to quarters and collects baggage::

CTO_Psion:
*Cray*  Report to tactical Mr. Cray.

XO_Wall:
*CNS* ok in 15 min.

CEOLefler:
::Waits in TR1::

Es`Shere:
::wonders what it's about::

Es`Shere:
*XO*: I will be there.. ::allready in the TL on her way::

OPS_Lynam:
<OPS_Hansen> EO: Yes Lieutenant, I have it on file.

CO_Grant:
::hears XO say something about the counselor, and volleyball::

MO-Lea:
::steps back, leans against the wall, closing her eyes for a moment::

CTO_Psion:
<Cray> *CTO*  Yes sir.

CO_Grant:
::exits TL to go to quarters::

XO_Wall:
CO: do you want to join the team?

CO_Grant:
XO: I will observe, sort of like head cheerleader this time

Es`Shere:
::walks into her Office, wishing she had held out one more minute and left her uniform on::

EO_Mac:
*OPS*: acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
::Picks up duffle bag, slings his sword over his shoulder and goes to the Transporter room::


XO_Wall:
CO: aye sir teams are being formed still

CO_Grant:
XO: However if you find worthy female opponents perhaps I will distract their coach

CTO_Psion:
::Cray enters the bridge and releives Psion::

CMO_Matt:
::checks chronometer, surprised that he had arrived early::

XO_Wall:
CO: ::laughs: Im hoping the Amazon team is here but I doubt it

CTO_Psion:
::Leaves bridge::

EO_Mac:
*CEO*: I'm going to stay here in shuttle bay for another hour then beam down

Es`Shere:
::sits at ehr desk and picks up a padd... amy as well work as she waits... hmmm Leffler.... interesting crew he is.. ::

CO_Grant:
:: exits TL on his deck and heads to quarters to change::

XO_Wall:
::remains in TL::

CO_Grant:
::Waves good bye to XO:;

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Ok. I'll check up on you in 1 hr. But if your not half naked and somewhere warm by then I will personally have you thrown in the brig for insubordination. Remember to relax Mac.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Waits in line at TR 2, ignoring odd looks::

Es`Shere:
::reads more on the CEO... she may have to have him in her office for a chat::

CMO_Matt:
::walks over to Lynam:: OPS: So you're a fighter?

CSOPoulos:
::sitting in big chair enjoying the experience......... :: Self: one day this will be mine

XO_Wall:
*AllShipWide*: for those interested in joining the Delphyne Volleyball team please report on court B on Risa in an hour from now, Cmdr Wall out.

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: So Mr. Psion, are we good to go, or what?

MO-Lea:
::feels something hard cut into the palm of her hand::

OPS_Lynam:
CMO: No doc, I'm not.  hence my need for lessons at a gym on Risa.  I've heard they're quite good.

CEOLefler:
*OPS*: Where are you Fox? I'm in TR1.

Es`Shere:
::wonders what is keeping the Commander::

SO_Sadoki:
::continues at station and chuckles at CSO::

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  In you words: "We-are-good-to-go".

CMO_Matt:
::smiles, looking over the replicated sword strapped to his back:: OPS: Actually, I learned a bit from my lessons in Scotland, at my mother's home.

EO_Mac:
*CEO*: ::giggles:: yes sir! it's just that the last 3 days has got me curious

Es`Shere:
::picks up the padd marked Psion.... oh my she thinks::

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: TR 2 Chief, I guess we'll have an elevator race eh?

MO-Lea:
::slips it onto her finger, then tightens her hand around it::

CO_Grant:
:: Enters quarters and changes into more casual chlothing smiles at image on padd of horgon and chuckles::

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Thanks Mr. Psion!

CTO_Psion:
*TO* Enjoy your shore leave.

XO_Wall:
::TL comes to a stop::

CEOLefler:
*OPS* Your on.

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Oh I will! You too!

XO_Wall:
::Exits TL heads toward CNS office::

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Enjoyment is irrelevant.

OPS_Lynam:
CMO: Really?  Well, you're welcome to come along.  Of course there's much more...pleasant diversions on Risa. ::Smiles::

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Irelevance is irelevant!

CO_Grant:
:: Leaves quarters and saunters to Transporter room 1 , wearing casual chlothing and hat . Hat says Delphyne Rocks::

CMO_Matt:
::laughs:: OPS: So I've heard.  I'll have to replicate a blade while we're down there...

XO_Wall:
::stops at CNS office doorway::

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: And no fair pulling any engineering junk with the power to TR2 either!::

Es`Shere:
::stands:: XO: Come in.. ::Steps towards the door::

XO_Wall:
::enters office::

CEOLefler:
Self: Damn! *OPS* Ok. Fine!

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  Looks like it's just you and me huh?

Es`Shere:
::nods:: XO: Commander.. what may I do for you.. ::smiles::

T0_Hawkes:
::Steps behind a stack of photorps, and changes into Hawaiian shirt and burmuda shorts::

OPS_Lynam:
::Arrives at the pads.::

CEOLefler:
::Steps on Pad, pushes elderly science officer off::

CSOPoulos:
Cray: actually its the 3 of us.... ::motions to SO::

LtJg_Cray:
::Notices the SO:;

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  Oh and Sadoki too.

OPS_Lynam:
TR2Chief: Cut power to TR1 until we beam down chief.  There may be an imbalance in the emitters.

CTO_Psion:
::Enters transporter room::

CMO_Matt:
::looks to Psion as he enters::

CEOLefler:
TR1Chief: Engergize!

OPS_Lynam:
::Dematerializes::

CTO_Psion:
::Wonders where that stray thought came from...sounded like Es'Shere's mind::

XO_Wall:
CNS: How would you like to have dinner with me on Risa this Evening ::smiles::

Es`Shere:
XO: OH?   oh.....  Yes I would like that   ::smiles at the Commander again::

CEOLefler:
::Still there::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Appears on planet::

CEOLefler:
Self: Fox!

CEOLefler:
::Heads to panel and does the proper rerouting, steps back on pad::

CEOLefler:
TR1Chief: Energize

CO_Grant:
:: Observes several members of crew beaming down to Risa::

EO_Mac:
::reads PADD::  According to Dr. Torat (noted astronomer in and around the Devore Empire, discoverer of almost 60 astronomical phenomena and wormhole-expert), the term 'wormhole' covers a great number of different phenomena

Es`Shere:
XO: Should we make plans to meet then?

OPS_Lynam:
*TR2Chief*: O.K. chief, it's fine, restore power.

T0_Hawkes:
*CO*: Permission to use HD 1 Sir?

CEOLefler:
::Dematerializes::

CEOLefler:
::Materializes next to Fox::

CTO_Psion:
::Dematerializes::

XO_Wall:
CNS: we have always work together but never spent time outside work I thought it would be nice.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Looks arouns and puts on his sunglasses::

CSOPoulos:
SO:  you can take your shore leave whenever you are ready......

CO_Grant:
*HAWKES*: Fine with me but check with dutyofficer Lt.Poulos first

MO-Lea:
::steps onto the transporter pad::

CEOLefler:
OPS: YOu dirty rotten cheater!

EO_Mac:
Phenomena comparable to wormholes are -> interspatial flexures, -> subspace funnels, -> subspace vacuoles and -> spatial vortexes.

CMO_Matt:
::steps onto the padd as well, nodding to the Doctor::

CEOLefler:
::puts on shades::

T0_Hawkes:
*CO*: Thanks sir!

CEOLefler:
OPS: You don't know it yet but I am going to to get you back for that

SO_Sadoki:
CSO: Getting ready to leave now. Replacement on his way

OPS_Lynam:
:;Smiles at Lefler.::

Es`Shere:
XO: I agree.. your very smart Commander.. always good to get to know your crew...

EO_Mac:
Many wormholes are created by dangerous warp drive malfunctions. The first known example of an artificial wormhole was the -> Bajoran wormhole, created by unknown entities in the Denorios Belt.

EO_Mac:
The first artificial wormhole created by Federation scientist was in 2372, when Dr. Lenara Khan, with the Trill ministery of science created a wormhole which was open during 23.4 seconds

CSOPoulos:
SO: have fun.......

Es`Shere:
::wishers her bare legs were covered by her uniform and not the flimsy silk.. of her skirt::

EO_Mac:
::thinks to self:: hmm interesting

CMO_Matt:
::watches as the transporter chief engages the mechanism::

CEOLefler:
OPS: But enough about that. We're here. We are darn good lookin, Well I am anyways, you're ok. And we have 2 days to make the best of it

CMO_Matt:
::dematerializes::

XO_Wall:
::smiles, thinks she will know its more than that, thinks she looks good out of uniform::

T0_Hawkes:
*CSO*: howzit going Poulous... any problems if I use HD!?

MO-Lea:
@::arrives on the planet, glances down at the folds of her blue dress then looks up and around::

SO_Sadoki:
::replacement enters. head to TL: TL: deck 4

CMO_Matt:
@::looks around as well, laughing that he's still in his uniform::

Es`Shere:
::likes his smile::  XO: SO what time and where shall we meet.. casual or dress atire Sir?

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Yep.  I hate to disapoint you but for now the good doctor and I are going to go hack on each other.  I'll catch up to you at dinner eh?

LtJg_Cray:
::Hears TO over the intercomm::

MO-Lea:
@::Glad her dress almost looks like a uniform, sorta::

CSOPoulos:
*Hawkes* I don't see a problem with it..... ::checks the command console::  nope, no problems

CMO_Matt:
@::turns to teh doctor, obviously struggling for something to say::

CSOPoulos:
*TO* use holodeck 3

CEOLefler:
@OPS: I'm being ditched. The Captain is getting all high and mighty on me, The Commander is to busy pitching woo, Like I don't notice, and you are ditching me to go fight our medical officer. What next Psion decides to take up stand up comedy?

T0_Hawkes:
*CSO*:Thanks bud.

MO-Lea:
@::takes a deep breath. The air is sweet, but not natural, just like last time::

XO_Wall:
CNS: great! casual meet me on the west wing restaurant on the viranda outside at 7pm, arramgements have be made ::smiles::

CSOPoulos:
*TO* no problem my friend

CTO_Psion:
:::Walks up to Lefler::

MO-Lea:
@::Tries to decide what to do first::

CMO_Matt:
@::finally gets the nerve:: MO: I'm sorry about earlier, I didn't that you would react like that.  I just wanted to know that you were well.

Es`Shere:
XO: I look forward to it... ::smiles a tad::

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: I'll be in HD1 if you need me. Let me know if anything 'irelevant' is going on on Risa.

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Maybe it's your breath.  :;Laughs and walks toward the distant gym::

CTO_Psion:
@ Lefler:  I have some jokes to try on you.

SO_Sadoki:
::Changes clothes and head to TR::

CEOLefler:
@CTO: Don't even!

XO_Wall:
CNS: were playing volleyball in about an hour on court B, your welcome to come and play or watch if you like?

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  There are those that say I could stand to add humor to my personality.

T0_Hawkes:
*CTO*: Correction... I'll be in HD3.

CEOLefler:
@Psion: Alright it looks like its you and me.

MO-Lea:
@CMO: I'm sorry.. I am, and was, fine, just tired.

Es`Shere:
XO: I have plans.. but i may stop by for a moment..

CEOLefler:
@Psion: You're a laugh riot already. Don't kill it.

CMO_Matt:
@::nods, and turns to head into the resort building, feeling a little uncomfortable::

Es`Shere:
::playing casual.. she hopes::

CSOPoulos:
:::sits back in chair and takes a deep breath::

CO_Grant:
:: cracks jokes with TR chief as more personnel are  beamed down to the planet::

OPS_Lynam:
*CMO*: Hey Doc, where'd you go?

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  What is your idea of relaxation.

T0_Hawkes:
::Enters HD3::

EO_Mac:
<Computer> diagnostics complete, Rio Coco and Platte now repaired

CMO_Matt:
*OPS*: Just arrived.

XO_Wall:
CNS: ok then I will see you later then, i go now have to change into my volleyball playing outfit ::laughs::

CEOLefler:
@CTOPsion: Well I'm a bog fan of going down to the beach and checking out the local "culture"

MO-Lea:
@::begins to walk to the nearest resort::

EO_Mac:
::heads to the TL::

OPS_Lynam:
@*CMO*: Well, when you get settled, head for the Risan Fencing Academy.  I'll see you there.

Es`Shere:
::looks at him.. and wonders what the heck is a volly ball:: XO: Fine..  ::steps into the hall ::

SO_Sadoki:
::head to Risa for some R&R::

CSOPoulos:
::notes HD3 has been activated::

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  That information is available in our databanks.

CMO_Matt:
@*OPS*: All right.

CMO_Matt:
@::looks over to the doctor walking nearby, and shakes his head, continuing to the resort::

CEOLefler:
@CTO::shakes head:: This is going to be harder than I thought...::puts hand on Psion's back and leads him towards beach::

CTO_Psion:
@::Follows Lefler::

T0_Hawkes:
Computer: Begin new program....entitiled "Delphynium"

CO_Grant:
::Observes Tr chief beam down Ltjg Macpherson and Ens. Sadoki::

MO-Lea:
@::approaches and enters a hotel, checks her bag, and picks up one of the thousands of brochures::

T0_Hawkes:
<Comp>: Beep.

CO_Grant:
:: steps onto pad and turns to tr chief:: Trchief: Engage!

CEOLefler:
@CTO: I don't suppose they have beach resorts on Vulcan?

SO_Sadoki:
@::heads to Resort to find the VBall court::

CMO_Matt:
@::checks in at the front desk of the hotel, choosing a quiet room with a good view::

XO_Wall:
::he makes it to his quarters changes out of his uniform puts on a white gym shorts and a blue tank top on, exits quarters to TL::

Es`Shere:
::moves quickly to the transporter room::

CMO_Matt:
@::walks over to MO:: MO: So what do you expect you'll do for the next fourty eight hours?

T0_Hawkes:
Comp: Let's start with a movie theatre facade...circa 1920.

CO_Grant:
<trchief>::engages transport and Grant dematerializes::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Arrives at the gym and confers with the instructors::

CO_Grant:
@:: rematerializes on Risa::

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  Actually there are several quite relaxing beachfront properties in which a high meditative state is attainable.

Es`Shere:
::transports down::

MO-Lea:
@::glances at the brochure:: CMO: I thought I might go for a walk, and get something real to eat for once. The replicated food is okay, but sometimes I miss the real thing.

CSOPoulos:
::works on special project while watching the ship::

T0_Hawkes:
<Comp>:: A 1920's theatre facade...pretty plain looking::

CMO_Matt:
@::starts to say something, but stops himself:: MO: Sounds like you've got a plan.  I'm thinking about heading over to the Fencing Academy to take a few lessons, or teach, with Lynam.

T0_Hawkes:
Comp: OK, good start, but more art-deco.

Es`Shere:
<Angie> ::moves through the crowds on the beach.. her long brown legs taking even strides as she looks over the new arrivals::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Changes into workout gear and begins some katas with the instructor::

XO_Wall:
TL: TR 1

Es`Shere:
::Heads for the surf.. to take a walk::

CO_Grant:
@:: heads off to market area to buy an Horgon::

CSOPoulos:
::sees the program the TO is running, gets an idea.........::

T0_Hawkes:
<Comp>:::Creates a really classy looking movie theatre::

MO-Lea:
@::smiles:: CMO: Sounds like fun.  ...I... might drop by later, since I know there will be some familiar faces there, if you wouldn't mind?

SO_Sadoki:
@::at VBall court...looks for others to practice with::

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  1400 hours and all is wee-eell.

XO_Wall:
::enters TR 1 steps on PADD::

Es`Shere:
@:;looks them all over and keeps on walking.. her blond hair waving in the breezze... ::

CMO_Matt:
@::gives a big smile:: MO: No, not at all.  If you'll excuse me...

MO-Lea:
@CMO: Sure.


CSOPoulos:
Cray: ::smiles:: never mind

CMO_Matt:
@::turns and walks up to his room to change::

T0_Hawkes:
COMP: Great! Now put the words "The Delphynium" in read neon letters down the mast.

MO-Lea:
@::walks out of the hotel, down a street that should have some shops::

EO_Mac:
::enters TL:: deck 4

CEOLefler:
@CTO: YOU need to relax, enjoy the breeze, the view, the women. Look at you. Where you born with that uniform on?

XO_Wall:
TRChief: Energize

CMO_Matt:
@::thinks over a few things as he enters the small but comfortable chambers and places his bag on the bed, changing out of the uniform into some snug clothing::

EO_Mac:
::exits TL::

CEOLefler:
@::Sees the Counselor walking along the surf in the distance::

CO_Grant:
<trchief>: :: engages while chatting with a waiting woman::

EO_Mac:
::whistling::

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  You are an engineer...I'm sure you understand the physical improbabilities behind that statement.

Es`Shere:
@<Angie>::Over hears the part about being born in a uniform. and winks at the CTO::

XO_Wall:
::rematerializes in Risa center lobby area::

CTO_Psion:
::Notices the wink::

CEOLefler:
@CTO: It was a joke. Look maybe Shere can explain it to you

CMO_Matt:
@::looks over padd with info on Risa, and finds directions to the Academy::

Es`Shere:
@:;takes off her shoes.. the crowds way down the beach.. she walks in the surf.. quiet::

CO_Grant:
@:: enters market area, bustling with activity::

MO-Lea:
@::browses in a few shops:: Clerk: How much for this watch?

CMO_Matt:
@::hurries out of his room and down into the lobby, out the doors, and down the street to the large building::

CSOPoulos:
::wonders:: what to do next??

EO_Mac:
::enters room:: ahh my new home and ::yells::I'M ALONE!!!

SO_Sadoki:
::grabs some balls and starts practicing over hand serve::

Es`Shere:
@<Angie> ::laughs::

CEOLefler:
Shere: Counselor! ::yells accross beach:: Counselot! Over here. Its me Lefler!!!

MO-Lea:
@::pays the exuberant price, knowing better than to expect reasonable deals on a resort planets::

CMO_Matt:
@::silently enters the Academy, looking for Lynam, dressed in his black fighting apparel::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Realizes he has much to learn.::

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  So...shall we take her for a spin?

Es`Shere:
@:;looks up:: CEO: Hellooooooo ::waves her hand and smiles::

CEOLefler:
@::Jogs up to Counselor::

T0_Hawkes:
::enters lobby of "Dephynium".... tries some of the popcorn.

XO_Wall:
::decides to browse the market, has time shop around volleyball game not to start in 35 minutes

Es`Shere:
@<angie> ::Looks to see who is yelling.. hmmm a woman in a much to long skirt for Risa.. :: tsk tsk

CEOLefler:
@Shere: Why Counselor, You look positively stunning

CMO_Matt:
@::walks up to Lynam:: OPS: Where can I replicate a blade?

EO_Mac:
::undresses from uniform and puts on archeoloical clothes::

CSOPoulos:
Cray: I don't think the Capt would appriciate that.......  ::thinks::

CMO_Matt:
@::looks around the small class as they go over a through excersises in their brake::

T0_Hawkes:
COMP: This popcorn is good, but increase the stale-factor by 25%

Es`Shere:
@CEO: Why thank you... ::turns pink slightly::

XO_Wall:
@::looking at all the stuff in the shops::

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  ::Smiles:: We could alway blame it on a malfunction.

MO-Lea:
@::pushes her long sleave up a few inches to fasten the watch to her wrist.  Moves onto a strip of flee-type markets::

CO_Grant:
@:: walks upto a stall of horgons on display::

CEOLefler:
@Shere: Maybe you can help me. I am trying to explain to our dear mr Psion over here the purposes of letting loose and relaxing

SO_Sadoki:
@::picks up balls served and starts practicing spiking with some others on the court::

Es`Shere:
@<angie> ::adjusts her.... bikini.. and sits down on the hot snad to watch::

OPS_Lynam:
@CMO:Probably at one of the shops near here.  Until then I believe they have some for student's use.

EO_Mac:
::exits room with digging tools and heads to TL and enters::

CMO_Matt:
@::nods, and turns to speak with the instructor::

EO_Mac:
TL: TR1

Es`Shere:
@::looks at Psion:: CEO: you think he can ? ::laughs::

T0_Hawkes:
::Tries some more popcorn...just right!

CMO_Matt:
@::after a brief discussion, he enters the back room to exit with a steel long sword::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Starts some sparring with the instructor::

CTO_Psion:
@ CEO:  Do not be alarmed.  But I believe we are being surveiled.

CEOLefler:
::Notices attractive woman sitting on beach not to far, adjusts shades to get a better look::

CSOPoulos:
::watches the program run from the console::

CO_Grant:
@shopkeeper: I would like to purchase this statue :: points to a horgon::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Gets hit.....::

EO_Mac:
::exits TL and then enters TR1::

Es`Shere:
@<angie> ::grins at Leffler and leans back in the sand::

CEOLefler:
@Shere: I guess your right. So what are you up to today Counselor,:::continues eyeing hot blonde::

OPS_Lynam:
@:: A lot....::

MO-Lea:
@::picks up a small box the size of a golf ball:; Self: Just what I need... Shopkeeper: I'll take it.

T0_Hawkes:
::Puts some popcorn in a bag, and heads into theatre::

CEOLefler:
@CTO: Its ok Psion. All part of the plan

EO_Mac:
::stands on TR:: Chief energize ::dematerializes::

CMO_Matt:
@::nods to the instructor, adjusting the small suit of plate put on::

Es`Shere:
@CEO: I am up to my ankles in cool water.. and you are about to be in hot.. so I will leave you.. laughs as she walks away::

EO_Mac:
::materailizes::

CMO_Matt:
@::turns to Lynam, raising his sword with both hands in a show of respect::

MO-Lea:
@::stuffs the object in her small bag. begins to walk back to the resort::

CEOLefler:
@Shere: We'll see you tonight Counselor. You are coming ot the beach party right?!

EO_Mac:
@*CEO*: on the surface now

CSOPoulos:
::Self: nows where I can have some fun... ::grins::::

CO_Grant:
@<shopkeeper.: That will be 3 credits Sir

Es`Shere:
@<angie> ::raises her hand over her head to block out the sun and get a good look at the man staring at her... she smiles::

CEOLefler:
@*EO* wel done Mac. Now enjoy yourself

OPS_Lynam:
@CMO: ::Salutes with sword upright in fronto of his face.::  Shall we begin?

Es`Shere:
@CEO: Oh sure....   ::waves at him::

T0_Hawkes:
::walks down the aisle, looking at the chairs, the walls the proscenium and the light fixtures::

EO_Mac:
@*CEO* ::smiles:: Oh I plan too!

CEOLefler:
@CTO: Ok this is where I say good bye. Go mediate or something. I'll cathc up to you later at the game

CMO_Matt:
@::nods, his answer being as he flips the blade into a reverse, slicing up into Lynam's sword from underneath::

CO_Grant:
@shopkeeper: Here are the credits :: hands padd with chit mark x'd::

T0_Hawkes:
::Frowns and drags feet a little::

CTO_Psion:
@  CEO:  Aye.

CEOLefler:
@::walks up to woman on beach:: Angie: Is this seat taken?

OPS_Lynam:
@::Watches as his sword goes flying, looks at CMO deadpan::

MO-Lea:
@::arrives at the door, slightly frusterated to not know what to do::

CO_Grant:
@:: receives the horgon and walks toward the beach area::

T0_Hawkes:
COMP: Increase stickiness of floor by 50%

Es`Shere:
@<<brushes some sand off of her thighs::  CEO: it is now.... ::pats the sand::

XO_Wall:
::leaves shops heads to beach area, ahhh this is the life such a beautiful planet::

EO_Mac:
::finds the bar::

CTO_Psion:
@  CEO:  Althought I beleive I saw her first.

CMO_Matt:
@::shrugs, and motions with the tip of the four-foot blade for him to retrieve it::

OPS_Lynam:
@CMO: Right....::Picks up sword and returns on guard::

T0_Hawkes:
::hears a slight smacking sound as he lifts his feet and smiles.

EO_Mac:
@barkeep: earth stout

CEOLefler:
@CTO ya ya whatever:: waves Psion away, all concentration on the beautiful woman on the sand::

Es`Shere:
@::moves further and further away from the people.. ::

SO_Sadoki:
:: stops playing to take a drink of the great water on Risa::

CMO_Matt:
@::flips to the right to bring the sword clattering on his breastplate:: OPS: Never do that.

CTO_Psion:
@  ::Walks off::

CEOLefler:
@Angie: Why thank you::sits down::

T0_Hawkes:
:: Sits down in chair an mnches popcorn, thinking about what to do next::

Es`Shere:
@<angie>  CEO: SO.. my fine friend.. where do you hail from.. ::she touches his arm::

XO_Wall:
@::a waiter comes uo to him with the tropical drinks with the little umbrellas in them, takes one::

CSOPoulos:
::places a large very fat woman with tall hair in front of him....::

MO-Lea:
@::doesn't want to do anything that she did last time::

XO_Wall:
@Waiter: thank you

OPS_Lynam:
@CMO: Oh, I see, well if that's the way you want it....lets go.

CEOLefler:
::extends hand:: Well my name is Lefler and I hail from Earth, sort of. I just arrived an hour ago with my crew

ACTDNicke:
ACTION:  the waiter asks if the xo is there for the volleyball tournament being held tomorrow..amazons will be there

CMO_Matt:
@::smiles and steps back, armor clattering::

CO_Grant:
@:: slowly walks along the beach admiring the beautiful planet,scenery, and ahh the scenery::

EO_Mac:
@*MO* where are you?

Es`Shere:
@::thinks ohhh a human male form earth:: CEO hmmmmm Interesting.. her eyes light up....

XO_Wall:
@Waiter: yes I am

T0_Hawkes:
Aigh!

CEOLefler:
@Angie: SO what is your name?

OPS_Lynam:
@::Fakes high then angles blade down to hit the thigh.::

MO-Lea:
@::finds a seat at a small table:: *EO*: On Risa ::smiles::

T0_Hawkes:
Comp: Remove new character!

Es`Shere:
@<angie> CEO: Angie.. my name is Angie.. I was born here.. trying to leave.. but the sand will not let me..

EO_Mac:
@*MO* near the bar ::smiles::

CMO_Matt:
@::slides forward bringing the blade to sweep Lynam to his back. hard::

XO_Wall:
@waitor: great! thank you for the info

CEOLefler:
@Angie: I don't blame it

CMO_Matt:
@::jumps back up to his feet, not smiling any longer, but waiting for Lynam to stand up once again::

MO-Lea:
@::Pulls out a Padd she had secreted in her bag:: *EO*: I hope you have a nice..drink then.

CTO_Psion:
::Walks doen the beach::

CEOLefler:
::big smile::

Es`Shere:
@<angie> :sits up... thanks... so what are you going to do with your afternnoon here on Risa?

CO_Grant:
@:: Observes people playing sports like tennis, volleyball, a bizarre game of sliding down a wet plastic strip while holding onto a drink::

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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